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Local Pinch Point Fund  
Application Form 

 
 

 
 
 

 
Applicant Information 
 
Local authority name(s)*: Portsmouth City Council (PCC) 
 
*If the bid is a joint proposal, please enter the names of all participating local authorities and 
specify the lead authority 
 
Bid Manager Name and position:  Felicity Tidbury (Transport Planning Manager) 
 
Contact telephone number:        02392 688261            
Email address:          felicity.tidbury@portsmouthcc.gov.uk 
 
Postal address: Transport and Environment Service, Civic Offices, 

Guildhall Square, Portsmouth, PO1 2NE   
 

 

 
Please specify the weblink where this bid will be published:  
 
http://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/living/travel.html under transport policy 
 

Photo: Spinnaker Tower in Portsmouth 

http://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/living/travel.html
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SECTION A - Project description and funding profile 
 

A1. Project name:  
 

Portsmouth Highway Network Improvements Package  
 

 

A2. Headline description: 

 
This project involves the implementation of a package of highway improvement measures and 
signal and traffic control enhancements to address key locations for traffic congestion and delay 
as well as improve the efficiency of operation of the highway network.  It encompasses the 
enhancement to the existing bus routes and has potential to enhance the newly planned high 
quality BRT routes in the future. The improvements focus on the key transport corridors within 
the wider South East Hampshire sub-region that provide access to/from Portsmouth and 
Southsea, reflecting its importance as a centre for employment, leisure and retail activity, and a 
focus for key regeneration and development sites. The scheme will deliver a step change in 
transport network performance benefiting bus users as well as all traffic across the sub-region. 
 
 

Scheme Drawings -        Appendix A 
Supporting evidence of partnership bodies –     Appendix B  
Letters of support, incl.:       Appendix C 

- Letter from LTB/LEP confirming the scheme priority  
- Letter confirming commitment of external sources 
- Joint letter on procurement strategy   

Appraisal Summary Table -       Appendix D 
Scheme Impacts Pro-Forma, data sources/forecasts description -  Appendix E 
QRA and Risk Management Strategy –      Appendix F  
OB Mitigation Analysis -        Appendix G 
Detailed Project Plan in Gantt chart -      Appendix H 
Reduction in delays -        Appendix I  
 
Letter confirming securing land –       Not Applicable 
Letter from independent valuer on value of market land –   Not Applicable 
 

 

 

A3. Geographical area:  
 
The geographical area covered by the project can be considered in terms of both the scope of 
infrastructure measures and the scope of the general traffic and bus service routes it will affect.  
In infrastructure terms the proposed package combines physical highway improvement 
measures limited to 4 locations within Portsmouth and 7 locations for the introduction of signal 
and traffic control enhancements covering a wider area. In terms of the scope general traffic 
routes of bus services to be enhanced, this covers key travel corridors within SE Hampshire, 
particularly to, from and within Portsmouth, relating to journeys using key roads on the highway 
network, most notably: 
 
- London Road; 
- Northern Road; 
- Havant Road; 
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- Copnor Road; and 
- Fratton Road 
 
OS Grid Reference:  SZ68, SU40, SU60 and SZ48 
Postcode:    PO6, PO6 3EB 

 
Area Maps: see Appendix A - Figure 4 presents plans showing both the scope of the 
proposed physical highway improvement measures and signal and traffic control measures, as 
well as their relationship to the existing bus network and key delay points. 

 

A4. Type of bid (please tick relevant box):   
 
Small project bids (requiring DfT funding of between £1m and £5m)  
Scheme Bid        
Structure Maintenance Bid       
 
Large project bids (requiring DfT funding of between £5m and £20m) 
Scheme Bid      
Structure Maintenance Bid    
 

 

A5. Equality Analysis 
 
Has any Equality Analysis been undertaken in line with the Equality Duty? Yes  No 
 
In line with the Equality Act 2010) and the Public Sector Equality Duty, PCC are aware of their 
commitment to ensuring that a project will not have a disproportionate positive or negative 
impact on any group with the following characteristics: 
- Age; 
- Disability; 
- gender reassignment; 
- marriage/civil partnership (but only in respect of the requirement to have due regard to the 
need to eliminate discrimination); 
- pregnancy and maternity; 
- race - this includes ethnic or national origins, colour or nationality; 
- religion or belief - this includes lack of belief; 
- sex; or 
- sexual orientation (whether being lesbian, gay, bisexual or heterosexual. 
 
Whilst a full Equality Impact Analysis has not been undertaken at this stage, preliminary 
research suggests that this scheme which is entirely within the highway boundary and 
represents improvements on the current highway conditions will not discriminate on any of the 
protected groups. 
PCC will, in line with their equality duty, progress a detailed analysis during the detailed design 
stage. PCC’s commitment to Equality Analysis can be found at:  
 
http://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/media/Equality_and_diversity_strategy_Nov.pdf 
 

 

A6. Partnership bodies 
 

http://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/media/Equality_and_diversity_strategy_Nov.pdf
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Transport for South Hampshire, Hampshire County Council, bus operators (First and 
Stagecoach). 

 

A7. Local Enterprise Partnership / Local Transport Body Involvement  
 
Have you appended a letter from the LEP / LTB to support this case?   Yes  No 
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SECTION B – The Business Case 
 

B1. The Scheme - Summary 
 
Please select what the scheme is trying to achieve (this will need to be supported by evidence 
in the Business Case). Please select all categories that apply. 
 

Improve access to a development site that has the potential to create housing  
Improve access to a development site that has the potential to create jobs 

 Improve access to urban employment centres 
 Improve access to Enterprise Zones 
 Maintain accessibility by addressing the condition of structures 

 Ease congestion / bottlenecks 

 Other(s), Please specify -       

 

 

B2. The Strategic Case  
 

a) Portsmouth’s role as a sub-regional centre  and its economic characteristics and 
growth agenda 

 
Portsmouth is a member of the Solent Local Economic Partnership (LEP) and associated Local 
Transport Body (LTB), working with the authorities of Hampshire County Council, Southampton, 
Fareham, Gosport, Havant, Eastleigh, Wincchester, Test Valley and East Hampshire.  Much of 
the current framework for planning and development of Porstmouth is detailed in The 
Portsmouth Plan, adopted January 2012.  This provides the Core Strategy and planning and 
policy framework and proposals for the development and growth of Portsmouth to 2027. 
 
The city of Portsmouth has a population of over 200,000 living on a land area of 40 square 
kilometres.  It is the most densely populated city in the UK outside of London.  Porstmouth’s 
densely populated nature creates significant local demands for travel and access to 
employment and services in addition to those from outside the city. 
 
The city provides a major focus for employment, education, health retail and leisure activity 
within the SE Hampshire sub region, making it a primary commuter and visitor destination for 
travel over a significant catchment area extending to Havant and Hayling Island to the east, 
Petersfield, Horndean and Waterlooville to the north and Gosport and Fareham to the west and 
the Isle of White to the south.  Queen Alexandra Hospital is the major hospital serving SE 
Hampshire and Portsmouth University attracts students from across the UK and overseas. 
 
The city’s strong maritime heritage contributes to economy in terms of jobs at the naval 
dockyard and at the ferry port.  3.5 million people pass through the ferry port each year 
providing an essential income of the city and supporting a number of jobs.  The maritime 
heritage has also led to a strong tourism sector with tourism accounting for 7.6 million visitors 
per year spending £373 million and supporting over 7000 jobs.  The value of seaside tourism in 
Southsea has been valued as worth £58 million to the local economy and as supporting 2,900 
jobs. 
 
Despite Portsmouth’s position as a key sub-regional centre, unemployment rates are higher 
than the regional average and most of the higher skilled jobs are taken by people who commute 
into the city for work.  There is a significant need to ensure local people secure good access to 
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new jobs within the city.  Incomes are below the regional average and recently there has been a 
sharp fall in the number of family homes built and the need for suitable new housing is great.  
Furthermore, the city centre has a low national ranking as a shopping centre and does not 
perform well for a city of its size in this respect.  
 
PCC have identified a number of key development and regeneration sites as part of its spatial 
strategy.  These include major development along the western corridor at Tipner and Port 
Solent / Horsea Island.  In addition major redevelopment of the city centre is proposed with the 
Northern Quarter development as well as new development in the proximity to The Hard.  
These major developments are to be supplemented by a number of smaller developments to 
provide local housing and improve the quality of design and urban realm to assist in revitalising 
areas of the city considered to be underperforming economically, which include the London 
Road / North End corridor. 
 
The city is aiming to deliver close to 11,500 new homes to 2027, with 2,700 planned within the 
first 5 years to 2016/17.   As part of the Partnership for Urban South Hampshire (PUSH) – a 
partnership of the same authorities now forming the LEP - an employment strategy focused on 
delivering employment in the cities of Portsmouth and Southampton was established.  PUSH 
aspired to increase GVA and provide 51,000 new jobs.  The LEP growth strategy is in 
development but the PUSH agenda remains valid and the Portsmouth Plan aims for the delivery 
of 243,000 square metres of new occupied B1, B2 and B8 floorspace to 2027.  These combined 
plans for housing and employment growth will have implications for transport within the city.   
 
Beyond Portsmouth there is major long-term housing and employment growth planned within 
the SE Hampshire sub region, most notably at North Fareham SDA and at the West of 
Waterlooville MDA.  These major developments have the potential to generate significant 
additional demands for travel to and from Portsmouth (see Figure 11 in Appendix A). 
 
b) The Transport challenge – current and forecast network congestion and delay 
 
Portsmouth is a densely populated Peninsula within SE Hampshire with access to and from it 
provided by a limited number of key highway routes.  The A3 provides strategic highway access 
from the North, with the M27 and A27 providing routes from the east (Fareham) and west 
(Havant) onto the main access routes towards the main residential, employment, retail and 
leisure areas of the City.  The M275 provides motorway access along the western edge of the 
peninsula towards the City Centre but access to and from areas directly north of the City 
Centre, referred to as the Central Spine, relies on travel on roads of more limited capacity and 
the negotiation of a number of key heavily trafficked junctions.   These routes offer key routes 
for general traffic and critically buses into the City Centre and The Hard and Gunwharf Quays. 
 
Strategis provides Trafficmaster Annual Delay data and enables the identification of a number 
of locations within Portsmouth exhibiting the most severe delay to traffic, effecting journey times 
and reliability significantly in the peak periods.  Delay is shown in Figure 1 for the AM peak 
(0700-0900) and PM peak (1600-1800) periods respectively. 
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Figure 1 - Strategis Trafficmaster Annual Average Peak Period Delay 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is apparent that there are currently numerous locations exhibiting average delay over the peak 
three hours in excess of 30 seconds.  This translates into more severe delay for the peaks 
within the peak period itself.  These delays impact significantly on both general traffic and the 
performance of the bus network, reducing the efficiency of the transport network as the key 
means of access of jobs and services within Portsmouth for those living both within and outside 
Portsmouth and Southsea. 
 
With planned growth, the delay at these locations within Portsmouth is forecast to worsen 
considerably as shown in Figure 2 below presenting current and additional major delay 
locations by 2026 as forecast using the Sub-Regional Transport Model (SRTM) alongside the 
major development and regeneration locations within the Portsmouth area, noting that there are 
other major development sites most notably west of Portsmouth not shown in the plan below but  
presented in Figure 11 in Appendix A.   
 

AM Peak PM Peak 
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Figure 2 - Development sites and key delay points 

 
 
The impact of delays is significant to general traffic but even particularly adverse on the 
performance of buses.   An examination of the SRTM model suggests that buses will 
experience worsening delay on the network.  Figure 3 shows sections of the public transport 
network where bus speeds are less than 10 km/hr in 2019. When compared with the situation in 
2010, incidences of delays on the network can be seen to increase, particularly on radial routes 
into Portsmouth. These increased incidences of low bus speeds have the effect of making bus 
use less attractive as a mode, with flows on the radial bus routes into Portsmouth forecast to 
reduce significantly. 
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Figure 3 - Forecast bus speeds below 10 km/hr in 2019  
 

 
Source: Sub-regional Transport Model 
 
c) Developing a transport intervention plan to meet the challenge 
 
Since August 2011 a joint steering group involving Hampshire County Council, Portsmouth 
Council and bus operators First and Stagecoach has been involved in developing the strategy 
and an accompanying programme for transport intervention for SE Hampshire.  This has sought 
to build in particular on successful bus schemes in the area: the Clanfield to Portsmouth ZIP 
Bus Priority Corridor; and the Eclipse BRT scheme between Fareham and Gosport.  At the 
heart of the work of the steering group is a vision of addressing constraints and key points of 
current and future delay on the network for all travellers while offering an improved and where 
possible prioritised environment for buses that could help unlock, in partnership with the 
operators, the development and investment in a wider network of higher quality bus services on 
key routes within the region.  This is seen as a critical tier of intervention to achieving a 
transport network capable of delivering sustainable economic growth. 
 
An overall programme of infrastructure measures to provide enhancements to the network was 
developed and this is presented in Figure 12 in Appendix A.  The programme identifies a large 
number of interventions at numerous locations that will be sought to be implemented 
incrementally as funding allows to 2026. The programme identifies a number of measures 
prioritised for delivery in the shorter-term (by 2016) that included a number of highway network 
improvement measures for Portsmouth.  These measures combine good ease of delivery with 
the potential to deliver significant benefits and offer excellent value for money and cost 
effectiveness. 
 
d) The Portsmouth Highway Network Improvements Package  
 
In developing the proposed highway network improvement measures, the following design 
principles have been strictly adhered to: 
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 measures are aimed at securing journey time reliability improvements on appropriate 
highway routes;  

 target key areas of current or potential future delay to general traffic and in particular buses, 
providing additional priority for buses where possible; 

 avoid of any loss in parking and access; and 
 recognise constraints and opportunities afforded by other schemes / proposals. 
 
Table 1 below and Figure 4 in Appendix A provide details of the physical highway measures 
including improvements in highway/junction layout as well as signal and traffic control 
enhancements. These measures specifically target many of the key locations of congestion and 
delay presented in Figures 1 and 2.  The detailed designs for the physical highway measures, 
showing the scenario before and after are presented in Figures 5-8. The prioritization of a wide 
range of measures has been done. The selected measures present the highest potential for 
decreasing corridor delays, increasing capacity and relieving congestion to and from 
Portsmouth, with operational testing of designs to confirm preliminary feasibility having been 
carried out where necessary. The measures have been developed to a preliminary level of 
design and have been subject to initial cost estimation drawing on cost estimates from more 
detailed design work and estimates from recent schemes.   
 
In addition, it is recognised that some of the current issues of delay on the highway network 
reflect inefficient operation of traffic signal and control at key junctions and that any physical 
measures will need to be supplemented by traffic signal and control measures that will 
incorporate provision of enhanced priority for buses – essential to securing support and 
encouraging parallel investment by the bus operators in enhanced quality of bus service 
provision that amount to a local contribution to meeting overall scheme objectives.. 
 
Table 1 – Proposed physical highway improvement measures (A-D) and proposed signal 
and traffic control system improvements (1-7) 

ID Scheme Description Solution(s) 

Physical Highway Improvements 

A London Road / 
Northern Parade - A 
major three arm priority 
junction. 

Signalisation of the northern arm of London Road into Northern 
Parade and the southern arm of London Road replacing the existing 
priority junction arrangement. 
Realigning of the carriageway on the northbound approach to the 
London Road / Northern Parade junction to remove the identified 
pinch point and provide sufficient width for bus lane and two general 
traffic lanes. 

B Havant Road / Eastern 
Road - A signalised 
three arm junction. 

Realignment of carriageway allocation of traffic lane space and kerb 
realignment to reduce pinch point affecting buses exiting the 
westbound bus stop. The pinch points are to be removed through 
the cutting back of the median strip, the construction of a build-out at 
the bus stop and informal parking would be retained through the 
removal of 0.5 metres of the footway to provide a lay-by.  
Signal operations to be reviewed to provide extra phase allowing 
vehicles to turn left into Eastern Road when vehicles are turning out 
of Eastern Road.  
SVD to be implemented at the junction once the signals have been 
refurbished and the existing controller upgraded. 

C Spur Road / Northern 
Road Roundabout – A 
four arm roundabout. 

Widening of the carriageway on the southbound exit from Northern 
Road onto the roundabout providing more comfortable lane widths 
for buses to enter and manoeuvre roundabout.   

D Portsbridge 
Roundabout  - A large 
roundabout connecting 
the A3, the A397 

Part-signalisation of the Northern Road arm and circulatory. This 
option will include a pre-signal to allow prioritisation of BRT and local 
buses. Carriageway widened to provide three lanes on circulatory on 
approach to southbound northern arm 
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Northern Road, the A27 
Western Road and the 
M27. 

Signal and Traffic Control Improvement Measures 

1 A3 London Road 
(Northern Road) / 
B2177 Southwick Hill 
Road 

Upgrade to MOVA, Reduce footprint, Possible full right turn stage 
rather than RTIA, ELV 

2 Spur Road (Havant 
Road) / London Road 

Upgrade to MOVA, Pedestrian phase, ELV 

3 Norway Road / A288 
Copnor Road 

Upgrade to MOVA, Pedestrian phase on Havant Road and Eastern 
Road, ELV 

4 A2047 Fratton Road / 
Arundel Street 

New controller, Pedestrian Crossing over southern arm, Upgrade to 
MOVA + SVD, ELV 

5 A2047 Fratton Road / 
Lake Road 

MOVA, Cable/Janus linking to St Mary’ Road junction to provide 
better coordination. 

6 A2047 Fratton Road / 
Arundel Street 

SVD 

7 A2047 Fratton Road / 
Arundel Street 

Upgrade to MOVA, ELV 

* MOVA: Microprocessor Optimised Vehicle Actuation. It is now a very well established strategy 
for the control of traffic light signals at isolated junctions to improve flow - i.e. junctions that are 
uncoordinated with any neighbouring signals. 
** ELV: extra low voltage traffic signals which reduce power consumption and improve safety for 
contractors. 
 
The proposed measures will directly benefit a number of key bus service routes operated by 
First and Stagecoach, most notably the 2, 3, 7, 8, 14, 21, 23 and 700.  These routes are 
amongst the most heavily used and link key residential areas within and beyond Portsmouth to 
key employment, health, retail and leisure destinations and planned developments at Northern 
Quarter and The Hard.   
 

e) Policy fit 
 
The scheme demonstrates an excellent policy fit.  The Porstmouth LTP3 identified seven 
outcomes to be secured from transport policy and intervention.  The fit with achieving these 
outcomes is presented in Table 2 below and is clearly strong: 
 
Table 2 –Portsmouth LTP 3 Policy Fit  

LTP 3 Desired Outcomes Scheme Fit Comment 

Reduced dependence on private car 
through increased number of people 
choosing public transport and active 
modes 

Very strong Package will deliver enhanced bus 
performance and encourage mode 
shift 

Improved awareness of different levels 
of transport options available to people 
for their journeys, enabling informed 
choices about whether people travel 
and how  

Minor Package will have little impact on this 
outcome  

Improved journey time reliability for all 
modes 

Very strong Achieving improved journey time 
reliability is core to the design of the 
package  

Improved road safety within the sub 
region 

Strong Improved safety is incorporated in 
the design of the measures which 
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include arrangements to reduce 
conflicts and interactions between 
vehicles and with other road users  

Improved accessibility within and 
beyond the sub region 

Very strong The enhancement to the journey 
times and reliability through reduced 
delay will improve accessibility  

Improved air quality and environment, 
and reduced greenhouse gas emissions 

Strong The scheme will deliver a reduction 
in green house gas emissions 

Promoting a higher quality of life Strong Improved journey time performance 
and enhanced journey quaiity of 
journey for bus passengers through 
parallel and complimentary 
investment new buses on some of 
the busiest routes will improve the 
quality of life for many travelers 

 
f) The expected benefits and outcomes  

 
The scheme will improve bus service quality, frequency, journey times and reliability, for a high 
proportion of bus users as well as wider road transport users travelling to and from Portsmouth 
from within South East Hampshire (including Fareham, Havant and Leigh Park, Purbrook, 
Waterlooville, Cowplain, Horndean, Clanfield, and Wecock).  In particular, the proposed 
improvements will provide high quality transport links to key locations for new employment 
within Portsmouth, notably Northern Quarter and The Hard – a benefit to both employers and 
prospective employees across SE Hampshire area. 
 
It is intended that the proposed routes will be served by new, low-emission high quality buses.  
Infrastructure measures will address delay points on the network and deliver journey time and 
reliability improvements, in order to provide a viable alternative to the car on key routes of high 
demand, often where rail is unavailable. 
 

The scheme will deliver two types of journey time / opportunity benefits:  
1. Firstly, there are significant savings associated with the provision of the highway 
improvement measures for all buses and other vehicles using the roads in question. London 
Road and Copnor Road by way of example are roads that feature amongst the highest 
frequency of bus use. These measures will generate journey time benefits for all bus and other 
road users. 
2. Secondly, there will be potentially significant time savings and journey reliability 
improvements to general traffic from the highway improvement measures introduced.  The 
locations of improvements are those where delay affects all highway users and designs 
developed are such that in addition to providing priority to buses, reductions in delay for general 
traffic will also be secured. 
 
Figure 10 in the Appendix A as well as Appendix I provide the basis for the calculation of the 
journey time savings that have then been tested using the webTAG compliant SRTM model.  
Reference documentation on the model development, calibration and validation can be 
accessed via the Transport for South Hampshire (TfSH) website with the link provided below 
 
http://www3.hants.gov.uk/tfsh/tfsh-what-tfsh-does/tfsh-projects-evidence-base.htm 
 
It is important to note here that we have adopted very prudent assumptions on the level of 
reduction of delay per location (10%) for general traffic . We expect that in practice, significantly 

http://www3.hants.gov.uk/tfsh/tfsh-what-tfsh-does/tfsh-projects-evidence-base.htm
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higher reductions in delay, will be secured.  The time saving assumptions to be secured by bus 
services are presented in Figure 10.  These again are prudent assumptions and reflect the 
impact of introducing similar priority measures elsewhere. 
 
A daily increase in public transport trips is forecast as a result of the proposed scheme.  This 
forecast improvement in the use of PT into Portsmouth reflects the step change in bus 
accessibility to the key employment, housing, retail and leisure opportunities it affords from a 
large catchment area within the SE Hampshire sub-region. It is forecasted that the total public 
transport travelled time is expected to decrease while the total public transport travelled 
distance is expected to increase. At the same time, it is expected that the average network 
speed will increase slightly as a result of the proposed improvements. The key forecasted 
changes (SRTM model outcomes) are presented below.  
 
Table 3 – Key forecasted changes in the highway network efficiency for both buses and 
general traffic  

  
 

  
  

AM Peak Hr PM Peak Hr Inter-Peak Hr 

Weekday Weekday Weekday 

Number of PT trips affected (by more 
than +/- 15secs) person trips 2500 3356 2118 

Number of PT passenger trips on 
affected routes boardings -14 -14 -13 

Total PT travelled time passenger-hrs -3 -6 -2 

Total PT travelled distance passenger-km 245 254 268 

Average Network Speed (kph) - Car kph 0.009 0.025 0.025 

Average Network Speed (kph) - LGV kph 0.020 0.018 0.035 

Average Network Speed (kph) - HGV & 
PSV kph 0.004 0.040 0.039 

 

 
To conclude, the proposed Portsmouth Highway Improvements package is expected to improve 
the overall operational efficiency of the highway network for both general traffic and buses 
travelling to, from and within Portsmouth.    
 
Net direct and indirect permanent jobs 
 
The Sub-Regional Transport Model (SRTM) includes a Local Economic Impact Model (LEIM) 
which has been used to estimate the number of jobs created by the scheme as a result of 
agglomeration benefits (due to the greater proximity of existing businesses to each other and 
potential employees), labour market impacts (more people encouraged to join the labour 
market), welfare gains associated with expansion of outputs, and relation of jobs and 
employees to areas of higher productivity.  LEIM results for 2026 are as follows: 
1. Overall change in the number of jobs (in the Core) between DS and DM using LEIM = +127 

FTE jobs; 
2. In Portsmouth and Havant the number of jobs is forecast to increase by 100 by 2026. 
 
 Source: Appraisal_Summary_Table_WSvADD_2019_20131030)_valuecopy 
 

Construction jobs (direct) 
In accordance with the guidance from the LTB, the estimate of construction jobs is based on 
12.5 FTE jobs for every £1 million spend on physical infrastructure. 
 
In addition to the above construction jobs, further indirect jobs would be supported locally and 
regionally through supply linkage and income multiplier effects.  This includes local firms 
supplying construction materials and equipment and construction workers spending part of their 
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wages in the local economy.  A composite multiplier of 0.44 has been assumed at the regional 
level, based on English Partnerships’ Additionality Guide (Third Edition, 2008). 
 
This calculation of employment impacts of the scheme is directly related to the level of journey 
times savings across modes the scheme is forecast to generate which at present is likely to be 
significantly underestimated. Consequently, the LEIM estimate of jobs facilitated by the scheme 
can be considered very conservative at this stage. 
 
Table 4 – Estimated jobs facilitated by the proposed scheme 
  Total Jobs (FTE 

jobs) 
Calculation method 

Total jobs created (direct or indirect) 100 LEIM model outputs  

Total Jobs safeguarded - LEIM model outputs  

Total construction Jobs created  39 (Construction jobs = construction cost million 
pounds * 12.56 FTE / £1m spend 

Total indirect jobs related to 
construction 

17 (Indirect construction jobs = construction jobs * 
0.44 multiplier) 

Total new jobs 156   

 

Table 5 below presents more detailed information on the floorspace and forecast number of 
jobs that a number of the sites in Portsmouth are planned to deliver.  This scheme will play a 
key role on supporting and contributing to their delivery. 
 
Table 5 – Development site floorspace and related employment that the scheme will 
support 
Location Floorspace Gross FTE 

Jobs 
Net FTE Jobs 
 (assuming 
50% 
displacement) 

Indirect Jobs 
(0.44 regional 
multiplier) 

Northern Quarter1 
(Sites 1 and parts of Site 2 in City Centre 
Masterplan) 

63,000 m2 3,105 1,552 683 

Station Square and Station Street2  (Sites 
3 – 10 in City Centre Masterplan) 

34,600 m2 
(200 bed hotel) 

1, 516 780 343 

Guildhall Area3 
(Sites 11 – 20 in City Centre Masterplan) 

63,550 m2 
(150 bed hotel) 

4,623 2,312 1,017 

The Hard  
(Sites 1-8) 

47,000 m2 1,921 1,165 513 

Total 208,150 m2 11,210 5,810 2,557 

 
1. Floorspace estimates are based on Centros current published proposals for the Northern 
Quarter development.  Centros is required to provide at least 5,000 m2 of cinema or leisure 
space, and 100 housing units (assumed to require 6,000 m2, based on the Council’s minimum 
floorspace requirement of 60 m2 for a 2-bed flat).  
2. Floorspace estimates are indicative floorspace assumptions taken from City Centre 
Masterplan.  This recommends at least 10,500 m2 of B1 office use (but potentially up to 
30,000m2), together with a mix of hotels (10,000-15,000m2), small scale retail (10,600m2,), 
leisure (1,000m2) and residential uses (220 – 775 residential units).    
3. Floorspace estimates are indicative floorspace assumptions taken from City Centre 
Masterplan.  This recommends a mixture of office / employment space, teaching / education 
facilities, hotels, residential, student accommodation, retail and leisure uses.  An indication of 
53,000m2 of employment (B1) use is provided, but this could also be split between education 
facilities, hotels and student accommodation. 
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The scheme will also play a similar role in supporting housing development.  The Portsmouth 
Plan (PCS4) provides for 1600 new homes in the city centre.  The Plan provides for 
approximately 1250 new homes at Tipner East and West, up to 2026 (PCS1).   
 

The current prudent forecast of GVA impacts of the scheme should be accounted for.  In 
addition the transport benefits captured for the scheme are at present only partial – notably with 
respect to improving overall transport network operational efficiency and reliability for general 
traffic while providing additional priority for buses.  This would in turn enhance the valuation of 
the scheme with respect to employment and wider economic impacts such as agglomeration 
and labour market impacts. 
 
Table 6 – Scheme estimated GVA impacts 
 GVA 

 
Construction stage GVA* 
 

 
£ 1.15 million 

 
GVA per capita 
 

 
£ 4.89 million 

* Based on current value of SRTM LEIM forecasts generated by the scheme consist of a mix of ‘professional, 
scientific and technical activities’ and ‘administrative and support service activities’. 
 
 

g) Are there are any related activities, that if not successfully concluded would mean the 
full economic benefits of the scheme may not be realised.  

 
No related activities that could mean that the full economic benefits of the scheme may not be 
realized. 
 
h) What will happen if funding for this scheme is not secured - would an alternative 

(lower cost) solution be implemented (if yes, please describe this alternative and how 
it differs from the proposed scheme)? 

 
If funding for the above package of measures is not secured, the overall package will not be 
delivered within the foreseeable future.  The Local Transport Plan budget is already under 
significant pressure and is not able to fund the identified measures.  
 
Failure to deliver improvements in highway network performance and efficiency will see journey 
reliability and times for general traffic and bus services in South East Hampshire worsen, 
reduce accessibility to current and planned employment, education, health, retail and leisure 
destinations and in the process adversely impact on plans for growth.   Failure to enhance bus 
priority will make bus use less attractive as a mode re-inforcing dependency on the car, 
contributing to high levels of congestion and delay which will act as a significant barrier to 
economic growth.  The loss of opportunity to also improve the overall operational efficiency of 
the highway network for both buses and general traffic that the scheme affords will also be lost.   
Failure to secure funding will threaten the delivery of the Core Strategy which is dependent on 
an efficient integrated transport network, supported by a comprehensive high quality bus 
network. 
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i) What is the impact of the scheme – and any associated mitigation works – on any 
statutory environmental constraints? For example, Local Air Quality Management 
Zones. 

 
No significant impact. Most scheme improvements are confined to the existing highway / urban 
boundary.  The potential impact on the natural environment was one of the criteria considered 
when assessing scheme options.  No significant issues of concern were identified for any of the 
schemes proposed here. 
 

 

B3. The Financial Case – Project Costs 
 
Table A: Funding profile (Nominal terms) 
 
Table 7 – Scheme funding profile  

£000s 2013-14 2014-15 Total 

DfT funding sought £571.33 £2,175.09 £2,746.42 

Local Authority contribution £184.00 £36.00 £220.00 

Third Party contribution £1,875.00 £10,625.00 £12,500.00 

TOTAL £2,630.33 £12,836.09 £15,466.42 

 
Table B: Cost estimates (Nominal terms) 
 
Table 8 – Scheme cost estimates  

Cost heading Cost (£000s) 
Date 
estimated 

Status (e.g. 
target price) 

Junction / highway measures (physical highway works) – 4 
priority locations incl. 10% risk allowance 

£909.40 2014-2015      Outline 

Signal and traffic control system improvements – 7 
locations incl. 10% risk allowance 

£935.00 2014-2015      Outline 

SUB TOTAL £1,844.40 2014-2015      Outline 

25% professional / management fees £461.10 2014-2015      Outline 

24% Additional risk £440.92 2014-2015      Outline 

SUB-TOTAL (capital infrastructure works) £2,746.42 2014-2015 Outline 

13% OB £357.03 2014-2015 Outline 

SUB-TOTAL (capital infrastructure works incl. OB) £3,103.45 2014-2015 Outline 

The Department for Transport funding is requested for 2014-2015 financial year and this does 
not go beyond that. The local contribution of £12,720 thousand is secured and it equals to 80% 
of the project costs, it is above the 30% threshold required. The costs in Table B are in outturn 
prices and match the total amount of funding sought indicated in Table A. 

 

B4. The Financial Case - Local Contribution / Third Party Funding 
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a) The non-DfT contribution may include funding from organisations other than the 
scheme promoter. If the scheme improves transport links to a new development, we 
would expect to see a significant contribution from the developer. Please provide 
details of all non-DfT funding contributions to the scheme costs. This should include 
evidence to show how any third party contributions are being secured, the level of 
commitment and when they will become available.  

 

Third party contributions comprise £12,500,000 investment from bus operators in new buses on 
key routes to benefit directly from the measures being introduced. It is not a direct local 
contribution to the cost of the infrastructure measures. The scheme is part of a programme that 
is supporting and levering in investment by bus operators in upgraded bus services and 
vehicles. On the key services identified as benefitting from the selected measures, the parallel 
investment being made by bus operators in anticipation of highway network / bus priority 
measures being delivered, within the next twelve months will amount to £ 10,200,000. Failure to 
secure improvements in the network may put this level of investment by operators at risk.  
 
On the key services identified as benefitting from the selected measures, the parallel investment 
being made by Local Authority contribution comprises £220,000 from PCC. This parallel 
investment is a programme of measures to improve access to bus stops for disabled people 
(raised kerbs at bus stops and travelline) on the routes to be utilising the highway network 
improvement measures for which funding is being sought.  

 
b) Where the contribution is from external sources, please provide a letter confirming 

the body’s commitment to contribute to the cost of the scheme. The Department is 
unlikely to fund any scheme where significant financial contributions from other 
sources have not been secured or appear to be at risk.  

 
Have you appended a letter(s) to support this case?  Yes   No   N/A 

 
c) The Department may accept the provision of land in the local contribution towards 

scheme costs. Please provide evidence in the form of a letter from an independent 
valuer to verify the true market value of the land.  
 
Have you appended a letter to support this case?   Yes  No  N/A 
 

d) Please list any other funding applications you have made for this scheme or variants 
thereof and the outcome of these applications, including any reasons for rejection. 

 
In June 2013, a bid for funding was submitted to the Solent Local Transport Body, for a much 
larger package of measures.  Total project cost: £14.443 million; LTB Funding Request £10.443 
million.  The bid was subsequently de-scoped and the number of routes / measures reduced.  
Revised project cost: £9.169 million; LTB Funding Request £5.169 million.  The scheme 
performed well and was ranked 4th out of 12; however it was not included in the list of schemes 
which the LTB / LEP has prioritised and asked for detailed business cases to be developed as a 
consequence of the limited scale of available LTB funds to draw on and the large number of 
competing and worthy bids submitted.   
 
 

 

B5. The Financial Case – Affordability and Financial Risk 
 
a) What risk allowance has been applied to the project cost? 
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There is 10% of risk allowance included in the proposed costs of the Junction / highway 
measures (physical highway works) and signal and traffic control system improvements. A high-
level quantified risk assessment (QRA) has been undertaken to identify and quantify the 
foreseeable risks which are likely to impact on the deliverability and cost of this scheme. This 
assessment made use of Monte Carlo simulation through @RISK software. The calculated 
P(50) value is £440,920 and this risk allowance was added on top of the capital costs (equals 
24% of the proposed costs).  
 
Additionally, optimism bias was added for the purposes of economic appraisal. A mitigation 
analysis was conducted and it is presented in Appendix G. Based on the outcomes of the 
mitigation analysis, the optimism bias at the level of 13% was added to the project costs 
inclusive of risk.  
 
The risk register and QRA will be updated throughout the life-cycle of the project. 
 
b) How will cost overruns be dealt with? 
 
The proposed Junction / highway measures are key high profile junctions on the local network 
and therefore good risk management is fundamental to the successful delivery of the scheme. 
The programme will adopt a risk management process that has been successfully implemented 
on other large projects within South East Hampshire. The process will ensure that currently 
unforeseen risks are identified early, quantified and, where possible, mitigated with remedial 
action. The estimated risk cost, submitted as part of this bid, fully reflect a detailed Quantitative 
Risk Assessment. 
 
Project Board will hold monthly meetings at which expenditure, progress and risk will be 
reported. Where there are identified areas potential for cost overrun, measures for identifying, 
evaluating and mitigating for cost overruns will be auctioned.  
 
Any cost overruns must either be matched by savings in other project elements or will be dealt 
with through allocating other Local Authority funds. In the event that the project does experience 
cost overrun then these additional costs will be borne by PCC. 
 
Construction cost overruns will be dealt with via the construction contract. 

 
c) What are the main risks to project delivery timescales and what impact this will have 

on cost? 
 
The completed risk register and QRA can be found in Appendix G. The main risks to project 
delivery timescales are detailed within the project risk register. It can be concluded that the key 
risks associated with the project delivery timescales include:  
 
Main risks  Mean value 

Unforeseen costs associated with additional utilities works  £270,485 

Constraints on traffic management during construction limiting contractors work especially 
in the vicinity to the motorway 

£83,933 

Unexpected injury and death during construction £29,446 

Bad weather conditions leading to delay & cost £ 27,138 

Insufficient Contractors resources - plant/material/labour adding premium to construction 
costs 

£ 19,477 
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If these risks materialise then they will impact on cost at various levels. The impacts of the risks 
on cost have been evaluated within the QRA and a P50 risk allowance has been used as a 
contingency value.  
 
d) How will cost overruns be shared between non-DfT funding partners (DfT funding will 

be capped and will not be able to fund any overruns)? 
 
PCC accepts it will have to make its own provision for the cost over-run of the project. The 
outputs of the QRA have been reviewed by the scheme promoter and we are confident that the 
project can be delivered within the costs and timescales proposed in this application. The 
chosen procurement route will also enable the employer to transfer risks as appropriate to the 
contractor to minimise risk exposure to the tax payer. 

 
 

 

B6. The Economic Case – Value for Money 
 
Small project bids (i.e. DfT contribution of less than £5m) 
 
a) Assessment of the impact of the scheme  
 
This scheme has been modelled using the SRTM (Test XH vs WS).  The Do Minimum (WS) 
network includes recent changes to bus routing / numbering, and highway and bus re-routing 
associated with the Northern Quarter development. Journey time benefits have been predicated 
on the following bus journey time reductions: priority measures that will benefit all routes that 
use identified highway routes (not just bus services). Figure 10 in Appendix A as well as 
Appendix I provides assumptions on reductions in delay and time savings that have 
underpinned the calculation of the time savings - prudent assumptions have been adopted.  The 
transport economic costs and benefits have been calculated in a webTAG compliant fashion 
and the results are summarised below in Table 9:  
 

Table 9 – Scheme transport economics benefits, costs and BCR  

Costs and Benefits (2010 prices) £,000s 

Greenhouse Gases 34 

Economic Efficiency*: Consumer Users (Commuting) 5,486 

Economic Efficiency: Consumer Users (Other) 8,257 

Economic Efficiency: Business Users and Providers 7,370 

Wider Public Finances (Indirect Taxation Revenues) -1,066 

Present Value of Benefits (PVB) 20,081 

    

Broad Transport Budget** 3,144 

Present Value of Costs (PVC) 3,144 

    

OVERALL IMPACTS   

 
Net Present Value (NPV) 
 

16,937 
 

Benefit to Cost Ratio (BCR) 
 

 
6.387:1 
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* Travel time, vehicle operating costs, user charges for Consumer Users.  Travel time, vehicle operating costs, user 
charges, revenue and operating costs for business users.   
** Broad Transport Budget (appraisal cost) includes an optimism bias value of 13% (after a mitigation analysis was 
done as presented in Appendix G) recognising that the nature of the proposed works are low risk in nature.  Cost 
estimates, in addition to base costs for construction, also allow for risk (24%), traffic management and professional 
fees and project management (25%) applied in advance of application of optimism bias. 
Note: This table includes costs and benefits which are regularly or occasionally presented in monetised form in 
transport appraisals, together with some where monetisation is in prospect. There may also be other significant 
costs and benefits, some of which cannot be presented in monetised form. Where this is the case, the analysis 
presented above does NOT provide a good measure of value for money and should not be used as the sole basis 
for decisions. 
 

The breakdown by benefit type is as shown in Table 10 below. 
 

Table 10 – Scheme breakdown of transport user and provider benefits  
Benefit Type £,000s 

Greenhouse gases 34 

Travel time 16,769 

Vehicle operating costs 972 

User charges (increased fare charges based on average longer distances travelled 
by bus ) -431 

Private sector revenue (additional fare income) 3,802 

Private sector operating costs (bus service operation) 0 

 
It should be noted that Tables 9 and 10 are considered to underestimate significantly the 
benefits and BCR for the package for the following reasons: 
-  very prudent assumptions on the impact of measures on delay to general traffic in particular 
have been adopted; 
- reliability benefits have not been quantified and included; 
- there is no consideration of benefits associated with enhancing the quality of the journey 
experience; 
- working with the bus operators there is scope to further optimise the service offer enabled by 
the network improvements which would then deliver further benefits;  
- no capture of maintenance cost reductions associated with replacement of old infrastructure 
with new. 
 

Total journey time benefits: £16,8 million PV (Road = £7.9 million PV; Public Transport = £8.8 
million PV). 
 

The forecast future journey time savings assumed to be realised by key sections of the highway 
network are presented in Figure 10 in Appendix A.  The estimates are based on a review of the 
number of and types measures relevant to the sections of route. 
 
These translate into an end-to-end journey time improvement on a very high proportion of 
journeys made by buses on routes affected. Table 11 below presents the change, reflecting 
forecast journey times in the SRTM model for specific end-to-end routes. 
 

Table 11 – AM peak, PM Peak and Inter-Peak 1 hour end-to-end journey times savings on 
key routes (minutes) 
Bus journey time on affected routes AM Peak 1 Hr PM Peak 1 Hr Inter-Peak 1 Hr 

Weekday Weekday Weekday 

23 Leigh Park – Southsea -1.37 -1.33 -1.33 

23 Southsea - Leigh Park -1.45 -1.54 -1.45 

21 Havent – Portsmouth -0.50 -0.62 -0.42 

21 Portsmouth – Havant -0.42 -0.36 -0.30 

X4 Southampton – Portsmouth -0.31 0.00 0.49 
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X4 Portsmouth – Southampton -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 

3a Portsmouth – Fareham -1.13 -1.28 -1.21 

3a Fareham – Portsmouth -1.19 -1.06 -1.05 

3 Portsmouth – Fareham -1.13 -1.28 -1.21 

3 Fareham – Portsmouth -1.19 -1.06 -1.05 

21 Copnor – Portsmouth -0.31 -0.40 -0.26 

21 Portsmouth – Copnor -0.25 -0.23 -0.18 

Zip8 Clanfield – Portsmouth -1.66 -1.59 -1.66 

7 Wecock Farm – Southsea -1.60 -1.55 -1.55 

7 Southsea - Wecock Farm -1.59 -1.68 -1.63 

 

Impact on the cost of travel 
The scheme is forecast to result in a reduction in the cost of travel for private vehicles, as a 
result of journey time reductions as a consequence of mode-shift to bus.  Total vehicle 
operating cost savings over a 60 year appraisal period are forecast at £0.97 million PV.   
 
Journey time reliability 
The infrastructure measures are focused on junctions exhibiting significant delay in peak 
periods and have been designed so as to avoid adverse impacts on other highway users. The 
scheme is therefore expected to improve journey time reliability for both bus and other traffic.  
Journey time reliability benefits have not been quantified but would be expected to be 
significant. 
 

Journey safety 
The scheme will bring a reduction in accidents.  It is expected that there will be 4.15 accidents 
saved in 2019 while over a period of 60 years the scheme would save 160.79 accidents. The 
value of expected reduction in the accidents in 2019 is £18,899 while the value over a 60 year 
period is £546,254 (2010 prices discounted to 2010), calculated in line with webTAG guidance. 
The annual value of accidents saved as a result of the scheme is calculated to be £25,758 
(2010 prices, undiscounted).  
 

Better use of existing infrastructure 
The package maximises the capacity of the existing highway network, and involves minimal 
new construction.  It builds on recent initiatives to develop BRT quality bus routes in Gosport 
(Phase 1a Busway) and the A3 ZIP Bus Priority Corridor from Clanfield (north of Waterlooville) 
to Portsmouth – see D1. 
 

 
b) Small project bidders should provide the following as annexes as supporting 

material: 
 
 

Has a Scheme Impacts Pro Forma been appended?   Yes   No  N/A 
 

Has a description of data sources / forecasts been appended?   Yes   No  N/A 
 

Has an Appraisal Summary Table been appended?   Yes   No  N/A 
 

 

B7. The Commercial Case 
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This section should set out the procurement strategy that will be used to select a contractor and, 
importantly for this fund, set out the timescales involved in the procurement process to show 
that delivery can proceed quickly. 
 
a) Please provide evidence to show the risk allocation and transfer between the 

promoter and contractor, contract timescales and implementation timescales (this 
can be cross-referenced to your Risk Management Strategy). 

 
Table 12 below presents few selected key risks and the mitigation measures. A more detailed 
analysis of the key risks and their mitigation strategy is presented in Appendix F. 
 
The Project Board will plan and agree how risks identified in the Risk Register/QRA will be 
transferred to the contractor and include descriptions and timescales within the tender 
documentation. 
 
Table 12 – Scheme key risks and mitigation measures  
Risk Likelihood 

(RAG) 
Impact 
(RAG) 

Comment / Mitigation 

Failure to secure 
Pinch Point funding 

A R Failure to secure funding will effectively reduce the prospects of 
scheme delivery to a minimal level. 

Failure to secure 
investment on bus 
services from bus 
operators 

A A Service delivery is reliant on operators. Development of the 
scheme and proposals have been and will continue to be in 
partnership with the bus operators.  Agreements and commitments 
will need to be negotiated on investment in services to parallel 
investment in infrastructure.   

Local political 
and/or public 
opposition to the 
scheme  

A A Lack of local political support will make progression of the package 
challenging.  Unlikely to affect all elements of the package. Design 
approach has reduced this risk significantly.  Effective political and 
public engagement and communication a key aspect the scheme 
development process.  

Forecasts/estimates 
of benefits and 
costs different to 
those currently 
presented and alter 
overall VfM 
assessment  

R G Design, cost, forecasting and appraisal work are all at a 
preliminary stage.  However, a prudent approach has been 
adopted to the appraisal of the scheme.  Despite this the VfM case 
remains extremely strong.  Forecasts and estimates will inevitably 
change to full business case submission, and it is conceivable that 
costs could increase and benefits prove to be as now or lower.  
Should this prove to be the case there is significant margin in the 
BCR to maintain a high VfM and there is also scope to refine and 
optimise the scope of the package if need be. 

 

 
b) What is the preferred procurement route for the scheme and how and why was this 

identified as the preferred procurement route? For example, if it is proposed to use 
existing framework agreements or contracts, the contract must be appropriate in 
terms of scale and scope. 

 

The package comprises a number of individual schemes which will be delivered through our PFI 
contract with Colas.  Colas Limited is responsible for the management and maintenance of 
Portsmouth’s highway infrastructure through a PFI contract which lasts until 2029.  The contract 
allows us to draw on the knowledge and resources of one of the world’s leading road 
construction and maintenance organisations. 
 
c) A procurement strategy will not need to form part of the bid documentation submitted 

to DfT. Instead, the Department will require the bid to include a joint letter from the 
local authority’s Section 151 Officer and Head of Procurement confirming that a 
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strategy is in place that is legally compliant and is likely to achieve the best value for 
money outcome.  

 
 Has a joint letter been appended to your bid?  Yes  No 
 
*It is the promoting authority’s responsibility to decide whether or not their scheme proposal is 
lawful; and the extent of any new legal powers that need to be sought.  Scheme promoters 
should ensure that any project complies with the Public Contracts Regulations as well as 
European Union State Aid rules, and should be prepared to provide the Department with 
confirmation of this, if required.  
 

 

B8. Management Case - Delivery  
 
a) A detailed project plan (typically in Gantt chart form) with milestones should be included, 

covering the period from submission of the bid to scheme completion. The definition of the 
key milestones should be clear and explained. The critical path should be identifiable and 
any key dependencies (internal or external) should be explained. Resource requirements, 
task durations, contingency and float should be detailed and easily identifiable.  
Dependencies and interfaces should be clearly outlined and plans for management detailed. 

 
Has a project plan been appended to your bid?   Yes  No 

 
b) If delivery of the project is dependent on land acquisition, please include a letter from the 

respective land owner(s) to demonstrate that arrangements are in place in order to secure 
the land to enable the authority to meet its construction milestones. 

 
Has a letter relating to land acquisition been appended?  Yes  No   N/A 

 
c) Please provide summary details of your construction milestones (at least one but no more 

than 5 or 6) between start and completion of works: 
 
Table C: Construction milestones 
 
Table 13 – Scheme construction milestones  

Construction milestones Estimated start date 

Procurement and contracts let Feb-14 

On site implementation and commissioning of 
capital works 

Apr-14 

1. Spur Road / Northern Road Roundabout – 
A four arm roundabout. – Scheme C 

Apr-14 

2. Portsbridge - A large roundabout 
connecting the A3, the A397 Northern 
Road, the A27 Western Road and the M27. 
– Scheme D 

Apr-14 

3. London Road / Northern Parade - A major 
three arm priority junction – Scheme A 

Jul-14 

4. Havant Road / Eastern Road - A signalised 
three arm junction. – Scheme B 

Jul-14 
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5. Signal and Traffic Control Improvement 
Measures – Improvements 1-7 

Aug-14 

Opening date End Feb-15 

Completion of works  Mar-15 

d) Please list any major transport schemes costing over £5m in the last 5 years which 
the authority has delivered, including details of whether these were completed to time 
and budget (and if not, whether there were any mitigating circumstances) 

 

The Council has delivered one major transport scheme and is currently completing the delivery 
of two further transport schemes.  All have or are expected to be delivered on or ahead of time / 
budget. 

Trafalgar Gate Link Road  

Budget cost: £8.065 million (£5m DfT, £1.6m PCC, £1m MOD and £0.45m European Funding). 
Final outturn cost: £7.6 million (£0.45 m under budget). 
Planned opening date: Early 2012.  Actual opening date: June 2011 (due to early LTP funding). 

The purpose of the scheme was to provide a new, high capacity access between Mile End 
Road and Flathouse Road providing direct access to the Trafalgar Gate entrance to the Naval 
Base and improved access to the commercial port. The Scheme comprises a four-lane 
carriageway with separate provision for cyclists and pedestrians between Mile End Road and 
Flathouse Road, encompassing a right hand turn lane from Mile End Road. Traffic signals will 
control the junctions at either end of the new road. 

Tipner Interchange and Park and Ride 

Budget cost: £28.2 million (£19.5m DfT and £8.8m PCC). 
Final estimated outturn: £28.2 million.  
Planned opening date: June 2014.  Estimated opening date March 2014. 

The Portsmouth park-and-ride is vital to the city's ongoing regeneration, as it will provide 
sustainable transport, catering for increasing numbers of visitors generated by a redeveloped 
city centre and seafront, as well as for commuters and major events in the city. The motorway 
junction will provide access to the park-and-ride and also opens up the possibility of developing 
land on the western side of the motorway referred to as west Tipner and included:  

The scheme includes:  

- the construction of a new roundabout located at Tipner Lane with associated verging and di-
verge slip roads; 

- a new bus lane; 
- removal of the existing single span gantry and the installation of a new replacement full-span 

gantry; 
- installation of new advanced warning signs to replace the existing ones to the southern 

gantry near to Rudmore Interchange; 
- construction of park-and-ride car park for more than 600 vehicles; 
- construction of park-and-ride building with waiting facilities for customers. 

Northern Road Bridge 

Budget cost: £12.629 million (£11.095m DfT and £1.534m PCC). 
Final estimated outturn £12.029M (estimated £600,000 under budget). 
Planned opening date: March 2014.  Estimated opening date: Mid February 2014.   

Northern Road Bridge carries the A397 between the M27 and the A3 over the railway at 
Cosham, and is a critical route for buses and commuters. An inspection was undertaken in 
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February 2005 that revealed the condition of the bridge to be very poor.  To keep the bridge 
open the road was narrowed to a single lane in each direction.  A planning application for the 
Bridge replacement was approved in December 2009, allowing us to demolish and replace the 
bridge, giving it a new 125 year life span.   

The works included new abutments, in the form of contiguous piled walls have been constructed 
behind the existing abutments. The original structure was then demolished and a new deck 
dropped in place. The new bridge has a longer span, with semi-integral concrete deck on 
reinforced concrete contiguous piled walls. The new bridge has been built in two halves with a 
single lane of carriageway remaining open for emergency vehicles and public transport. New full 
strength parapets and a full carriageway width will return the bridge to its full capacity in terms 
of strength and traffic flow. 

 

 

B9. Management Case – Statutory Powers and Consents 
 
a) Please list separately each power / consents etc obtained, details of date acquired, 

challenge period (if applicable) and date of expiry of powers and conditions attached to 
them. Any key dates should be referenced in your project plan. 

 
NA  
 
b) Please list separately any outstanding statutory powers / consents etc, including the 

timetable for obtaining them. 
 
Relevant Traffic Regulation Orders to be obtained by April 2014 in order to start the construction 
as planned.  

 

 

B10. Management Case – Governance 
 
A project manager will be appointed to have oversight of the project from planning though to 
construction and to ensure delivery of the project plan in accordance with key milestones and 
budget framework. In addition, PCC is able to draw on the expertise and resources of its term 
consultants, Atkins and Amey, who are able to provide the full range of skills required to 
develop and deliver this package of schemes.  SRO: Simon Moon 
 

The schemes will form part of the adopted highway, and as the local highway authority, PCC in 
conjunction with PFI contractor Colas will be responsible for ongoing maintenance post delivery. 
 
The two main bus operators in the area (First and Stagecoach) have been closely involved in 
the project from the outset, and have informed the identification of routes and measures 
proposed.  They are fully supportive of the scheme as reflected in the letters of support provided 
(see Appendix C). 
 
 

 

B11. Management Case - Risk Management 
 
All schemes will be expected to undertake a thorough Quantified Risk Assessment (QRA) and a 
detailed risk register should be included in the bid. The QRA should be proportionate to the 
nature and complexity of the scheme. A Risk Management Strategy should be developed and 
should outline on how risks will be managed. 
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Please ensure that in the risk / QRA cost that you have not included any risks associated with 
ongoing operational costs and have used the P50 value. 
 
Has a QRA been appended to your bid?      Yes  No 
 
Has a Risk Management Strategy been appended to your bid?  Yes  No 
 

 

B12. Management Case - Stakeholder Management 
 
The bid should demonstrate that the key stakeholders and their interests have been identified 
and considered as appropriate. These could include other local authorities, the Highways 
Agency, statutory consultees, landowners, transport operators, local residents, utilities 
companies etc. This is particularly important in respect of any bids related to structures that may 
require support of Network Rail and, possibly, train operating company(ies). 
 
a) Please provide a summary of your strategy for managing stakeholders, with details of 

the key stakeholders together with a brief analysis of their influences and interests.  
 

Public acceptance 
The design process has been underpinned by the adoption of principles aimed at minimising the 
risk of public opposition. The measures proposed optimise use of existing highway space and 
public transport facilities. The introduction of express limited stop BRT services need to be 
carefully marketed and publicised to avoid confusion or uncertainty around access to services 
from stops. 
 
Public consultation 
No public consultation to date and given the nature of the proposed infrastructure works it may 
not be required as the proposals do not involve any significant changes in highways, land or 
property. 
 
The two main bus operators in the area (First and Stagecoach) have been closely involved in 
the project from the outset, and have informed the identification of routes and measures 
proposed. 

 
 
b) Can the scheme be considered as controversial in any way?  Yes  No 

If yes, please provide a brief summary (in no more than 100 words) 
 

c) Have there been any external campaigns either supporting or opposing the scheme? 
 

 Yes   No 
 

If yes, please provide a brief summary (in no more than 100 words) 
 

 

B13. Management Case - Assurance  
 
We will require Section 151 Officer confirmation (Section D) that adequate assurance systems 
are in place. 
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SECTION C – Monitoring, Evaluation and Benefits Realisation 
 

C1. Benefits Realisation 
 
Please provide details on the profile and baseline benefits and their ownership. This should be 
proportionate to the size of the proposed scheme. 
 
The scheme will deliver the following main benefits: 
- Net additional jobs created (directly or indirectly) or safeguarded in the South East 

Hampshire area that can reasonably be linked to the transport intervention. 
- Private sector investment leveraged as a result of the delivery of the transport scheme 

(either directly or as part of a wider package of enabling measures). 
- Journey time / opportunity benefits including journey time savings associated with general 

traffic and the operation of bus services which operate on key travel corridors, journey time 
benefits for bus users, significant time savings and journey reliability improvements to 
general traffic.  

- Improved bus service quality, journey times and reliability, for a high proportion of bus users 
as well as wider road transport users travelling to and from Portsmouth from within South 
East Hampshire – potential for enhancement to bus service levels as a consequence of 
improved operating conditions.. 

 

 

C2.  Monitoring and Evaluation  
 
Evaluation is an essential part of scheme development and should be considered and built into 
the planning of a scheme from the earliest stages.  Evaluating the outcomes and impacts of 
schemes is important to show if a scheme has been successful.   
 
Please set out how you plan to measure and report on the benefits identified in Section C1, 
alongside any other outcomes and impacts of the scheme. 
 
Monitoring and evaluation would focus on a number of before and after areas of quantitative 
and qualitative research.   Quantitative research would focus on measurement of delay/queing 
at key junctions, journey time, reliability and bus patronage.  It would also encompass research 
on investment by bus operators and influence on inward investment and its value.  Qualitative 
research would focus on understanding the perception of network and service performance and 
the extent to which they had a bearing on decisions on journey making and choice of location 
for employment in particular. 
A detailed evaluation plan will be developed as part of the full business case. 
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SECTION D: Declarations 
 
D1. Senior Responsible Owner Declaration 

As Senior Responsible Owner for Portsmouth Highway Network Improvements Package I 
hereby submit this request for approval to DfT on behalf of Portsmouth City Council and confirm 
that I have the necessary authority to do so. 
 
I confirm that Portsmouth City Council will have all the necessary statutory powers in place to 
ensure the planned timescales in the application can be realised. 

Name: Pam Turton 
 

Signed:  
 

Position: Asst Head of Transport & Environment 
 

 
D2. Section 151 Officer Declaration 

As Section 151 Officer for Portsmouth City Council I declare that the scheme cost estimates 
quoted in this bid are accurate to the best of my knowledge and that Portsmouth City Council. 
 

- has allocated sufficient budget to deliver this scheme on the basis of its proposed funding 
contribution 

- accepts responsibility for meeting any costs over and above the DfT contribution 
requested, including potential cost overruns and the underwriting of any funding 
contributions expected from third parties 

- accepts responsibility for meeting any ongoing revenue requirements in relation to the 
scheme 

- accepts that no further increase in DfT funding will be considered beyond the maximum 
contribution requested and that no DfT funding will be provided after 2014/15 

- confirms that the authority has the necessary governance / assurance arrangements in 
place and, for smaller scheme bids, the authority can provide, if required, evidence of a 
stakeholder analysis and communications plan in place 

Name: Chris Ward 
 

Signed:  
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Appendix A – Maps 
 

Figure 4 – Proposed Network improvements package - physical highway improvement 
measures (A-D) and proposed signal and traffic control system improvements (1-7) and 
key network delay points  
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Figure 5 – Key bus routes and development sites  
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Figure 6 – Highway network improvement A - London Road / Northern Parade - A major 
three arm priority junction  
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Figure 7 – Highway network improvement B - Havant Road / Eastern Road - A signalised 
three arm junction  
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Figure 8 – Highway network improvement C - Spur Road / Northern Road Roundabout – 
A four arm roundabout 
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Figure 9 – Highway network improvement D - Portsbridge - A large roundabout 
connecting the A3, the A397 Northern Road, the A27 Western Road and the M27 
 



Figure 10 – Time savings forecast to be secured by bus services (AM peak) 
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Figure 11 – Development sites in South East Hampshire 
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Figure 12 – Wider network improvements package in South East Hampshire 

 



Appendix B and Appendix C: Letters of support and Supporting 
evidence of partnership bodies 
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Appendix D: Appraisal Summary Table in format readable by Excel 
2003 
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Appendix E - Scheme Impacts Pro-Forma and Additional 
information in format readable by Excel 2003, sources of data / 
forecasts description 
 
 
The key data sources used and forecasts provided for this Pinch Point Application include: 
 

- LEIM outputs provided by MVA Consultancy, 30-Oct-2013 
- TUBA outcomes provided by MVA Consultancy, 30-Oct-2013 
- LTB Project Application Form - Portsmouth BRT and Highway Network Improvements 

Package - submitted to the Solent LTB by 1800 on Wednesday 12th June 2013 
- LTB Format Tables for setting out the economic impacts of the programme used for 

calculation of GVA 
- HM Treasury Supplementary Green Book Guidance on Optimism Bias, developed by 

MottMacDonald, 2002 
- DfT Local Pinch Point Fund Pro-forma 
- DfT Local Pinch Point Fund Application form 
- Atkins, South Hampshire BRT project, 2012 

 
 



Appendix F: QRA and Risk Management Strategy  
 



QRA & Risk Management Strategy  
 
 
Construction Risks – Scheme A 

No Description Likelihood Mitigation 
Minimum 
Cost (£) 

Most Likely 
Cost (£) 

Maximum 
Cost (£) 

1 
Unforeseen costs associated with additional 
utilities works 

25% 

More detailed works cost should be produced and 
estimated. Adequate advanced liaison with Statutory 
Undertakers. Signal locations are highest risk but 
shallow depth installations should offer workaround 
and mitigation. 

£100,000 £250,000 £500,000 

2 
Constraints on traffic management during 
construction limiting contractors work especially 
in the vicinity to the motorway 

25% 
More detailed requirements should be produced and 
agreed with the Local Authority prior to works 

£25,000 £50,000 £75,000 

3 
Unforeseen geotechnical matters during 
construction leading to delays and costs 

5%   £25,000 £50,000 £100,000 

4 
Insufficient Contractors resources - 
plant/material/labour adding premium to 
construction costs 

10% 
Ensure competent contractor employed who is 
capable of resourcing large schemes. 

£50,000 £100,000 £150,000 

5 Archaeological finds leading to delays & costs 1% 
Consultation with archaeologist and undertake 
appropriate level of advanced surveys. Urban setting 
- highly unlikely. 

£5,000 £10,000 £25,000 

6 
Flora & Fauna - invasive non-native plants or 
similar found leading to delays & costs 

1% 
Consultation with ecologist and undertake 
appropriate level of advanced surveys. Urban setting 
- highly unlikely. 

£5,000 £10,000 £25,000 

7 
Commodity price rises - steel etc increasing 
construction costs 

10% Competitive tendering to ensure Value for Money £25,000 £35,000 £50,000 

8 Tax changes increasing construction costs 5%   £25,000 £35,000 £50,000 

9 
Earthworks out of season leading to delays & 
costs 

0% 
Programme works to avoid out of season works as 
much as possible 

£0 £0 £0 

10 Bad weather condition leading to delay & cost 5% Incumbent Contractor - minimal risk £25,000 £35,000 £50,000 

11 
Unexpected injury and death during construction 
leading to delays & cost 

2% 
Ensure contractor has adequate health and safety 
record 

£100,000 £250,000 £500,000 

12 
Unforeseen issues with maintenance and 
repairing of plant and other construction 
equipment 

5% 
Ensure contractor is suitable for the size of scheme 
and has requisite back-up for dealing with such 
occurrences 

£20,000 £50,000 £100,000 
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Construction Risks – Scheme B 

No Description Likelihood Mitigation 
Minimum 
Cost (£) 

Most Likely 
Cost (£) 

Maximum 
Cost (£) 

1 
Unforeseen costs associated with additional 
utilities works 

25% 
More detailed works cost should be produced and 
estimated. Adequate advanced liaison with Statutory 
Undertakers. 

£100,000 £250,000 £500,000 

2 
Constraints on traffic management during 
construction limiting contractors work and agreed 
hours of work with LA 

25% 
More detailed requirements should be produced and 
agreed with the Local Authority prior to works 

£25,000 £50,000 £75,000 

3 
Unforeseen geotechnical matters during 
construction leading to delays and costs 

10%   £10,000 £15,000 £25,000 

4 
Insufficient Contractors resources - 
plant/material/labour adding premium to 
construction costs 

5% 
Ensure competent contractor employed who is 
capable of resourcing large schemes. Most likely 
Incumbent Contractor - minimal risk 

£10,000 £15,000 £25,000 

5 Archaeological finds leading to delays & costs 1% 
Consultation with archaeologist and undertake 
appropriate level of advanced surveys. Urban setting 
- highly unlikely. 

£50,000 £100,000 £150,000 

6 
Flora & Fauna - invasive non-native plants or 
similar found leading to delays & costs 

1% 
Consultation with ecologist and undertake 
appropriate level of advanced surveys. Urban setting 
- highly unlikely. 

£20,000 £50,000 £75,000 

7 
Commodity price rises - steel etc increasing 
construction costs 

5%   £25,000 £50,000 £75,000 

8 Tax changes increasing construction costs 5%   £25,000 £50,000 £75,000 

9 
Earthworks out of season leading to delays & 
costs 

0% 
Programme works to avoid out of season works as 
much as possible 

£0 £0 £0 

10 Bad weather condition leading to delay & cost 5% Incumbent Contractor - minimal risk £25,000 £50,000 £75,000 

11 
Unexpected injury and death during construction 
leading to delays & cost 

2% 
Ensure contractor has adequate health and safety 
record 

£100,000 £250,000 £500,000 

12 
Unforeseen issues with maintenance and 
repairing of plant and other construction 
equipment 

5% 
Ensure contractor is suitable for the size of scheme 
and has requisite back-up for dealing with such 
occurrences 

£20,000 £50,000 £100,000 
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Construction Risks – Scheme C 

No Description Likelihood Mitigation 
Minimum 
Cost (£) 

Most Likely 
Cost (£) 

Maximum 
Cost (£) 

1 
Unforeseen costs associated with additional 
utilities works 

20% 
More detailed works cost should be produced and 
estimated. Adequate advanced liaison with Statutory 
Undertakers. 

£5,000 £10,000 £25,000 

2 
Constraints on traffic management during 
construction limiting contractors work and agreed 
hours of work with LA 

25% 
More detailed requirements should be produced and 
agreed with the Local Authority prior to works 

£5,000 £10,000 £25,000 

3 
Unforeseen geotechnical matters during 
construction leading to delays and costs 

5%   £5,000 £10,000 £25,000 

4 
Insufficient Contractors resources - 
plant/material/labour adding premium to 
construction costs 

5% 
Ensure competent contractor employed who is 
capable of resourcing large schemes. Most likely 
Incumbent Contractor - minimal risk 

£10,000 £15,000 £25,000 

5 Archaeological finds leading to delays & costs 1% 
Consultation with archaeologist and undertake 
appropriate level of advanced surveys. Urban setting 
- highly unlikely. 

£50,000 £100,000 £150,000 

6 
Flora & Fauna - invasive non-native plants or 
similar found leading to delays & costs 

1% 
Consultation with ecologist and undertake 
appropriate level of advanced surveys. Urban setting 
- highly unlikely. 

£20,000 £50,000 £75,000 

7 
Commodity price rises - steel etc increasing 
construction costs 

5% Competitive tendering to ensure Value for Money £10,000 £15,000 £25,000 

8 Tax changes increasing construction costs 10%   £10,000 £15,000 £25,000 

9 
Earthworks out of season leading to delays & 
costs 

0% 
Programme works to avoid out of season works as 
much as possible 

£0 £0 £0 

10 Bad weather condition leading to delay & cost 5% Incumbent Contractor - minimal risk £10,000 £15,000 £25,000 

11 
Unexpected injury and death during construction 
leading to delays & cost 

2% 
Ensure contractor has adequate health and safety 
record 

£100,000 £250,000 £500,000 

12 
Unforeseen issues with maintenance and 
repairing of plant and other construction 
equipment 

5% 
Ensure contractor is suitable for the size of scheme 
and has requisite back-up for dealing with such 
occurrences 

£20,000 £50,000 £100,000 
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Construction Risks – Scheme D 

No Description Likelihood Mitigation 
Minimum 
Cost (£) 

Most 
Likely 

Cost (£) 

Maximum 
Cost (£) 

1 
Unforeseen costs associated with additional 
utilities works 

40% 
More detailed works cost should be produced and 
estimated. Adequate advanced liaison with Statutory 
Undertakers. 

£100,000 £250,000 £500,000 

2 
Constraints on traffic management during 
construction limiting contractors work and agreed 
hours of work with LA 

25% 
More detailed requirements should be produced and 
agreed with the Local Authority prior to works 

£25,000 £50,000 £75,000 

3 
Unforeseen geotechnical matters during 
construction leading to delays and costs 

10%   £25,000 £50,000 £75,000 

4 
Insufficient Contractors resources - 
plant/material/labour adding premium to 
construction costs 

5% 
Ensure competent contractor employed who is 
capable of resourcing large schemes. Most likely 
Incumbent Contractor - minimal risk 

£25,000 £50,000 £75,000 

5 Archaeological finds leading to delays & costs 1% 
Consultation with archaeologist and undertake 
appropriate level of advanced surveys. Urban setting 
- highly unlikely. 

£50,000 £100,000 £150,000 

6 
Flora & Fauna - invasive non-native plants or 
similar found leading to delays & costs 

1% 
Consultation with ecologist and undertake 
appropriate level of advanced surveys. Urban setting 
- highly unlikely. 

£20,000 £50,000 £75,000 

7 
Commodity price rises - steel etc increasing 
construction costs 

5% Competitive tendering to ensure Value for Money £20,000 £35,000 £50,000 

8 Tax changes increasing construction costs 10%   £10,000 £25,000 £50,000 

9 
Earthworks out of season leading to delays & 
costs 

0% 
Programme works to avoid out of season works as 
much as possible 

£0 £0 £0 

10 Bad weather condition leading to delay & cost 5% Incumbent Contractor - minimal risk £25,000 £35,000 £50,000 

11 
Unexpected injury and death during construction 
leading to delays & cost 

2% 
Ensure contractor has adequate health and safety 
record 

£100,000 £250,000 £500,000 

12 
Unforeseen issues with maintenance and 
repairing of plant and other construction 
equipment 

5% 
Ensure contractor is suitable for the size of scheme 
and has requisite back-up for dealing with such 
occurrences 

£20,000 £50,000 £100,000 
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Construction Risks – Signalling (improvements 1-7) 

No Description Likelihood Mitigation 
Minimum 
Cost (£) 

Most Likely 
Cost (£) 

Maximum 
Cost (£) 

1 
Unforeseen costs associated with additional 
utilities works 

5% 
More detailed works cost should be produced and 
estimated. Adequate advanced liaison with Statutory 
Undertakers. 

£25,000 £75,000 £150,000 

2 
Constraints on traffic management during 
construction limiting contractors work and agreed 
hours of work with LA 

50% 
More detailed requirements should be produced and 
agreed with the Local Authority prior to works 

£25,000 £75,000 £150,000 

3 
Unforeseen geotechnical matters during 
construction leading to delays and costs 

0%   £0 £0 £0 

4 
Insufficient Contractors resources - 
plant/material/labour adding premium to 
construction costs 

10% 
Ensure competent contractor employed who is 
capable of resourcing large schemes. 

£10,000 £25,000 £100,000 

5 Archaeological finds leading to delays & costs 0% 
Consultation with archaeologist and undertake 
appropriate level of advanced surveys. 

£0 £0 £0 

6 
Flora & Fauna - invasive non-native plants or 
similar found leading to delays & costs 

0% 
Consultation with ecologist and undertake appropriate 
level of advanced surveys 

£0 £0 £0 

7 
Commodity price rises - steel etc increasing 
construction costs 

10%   £25,000 £50,000 £75,000 

8 Tax changes increasing construction costs 10%   £10,000 £25,000 £50,000 

9 
Earthworks out of season leading to delays & 
costs 

0% 
Programme works to avoid out of season works as 
much as possible 

£0 £0 £0 

10 Bad weather condition leading to delay & cost 40%   £25,000 £50,000 £75,000 

11 
Unexpected injury and death during construction 
leading to delays & cost 

2% 
Ensure contractor has adequate health and safety 
record 

£100,000 £250,000 £500,000 

12 
Unforeseen issues with maintenance and 
repairing of plant and other construction 
equipment 

5% 
Ensure contractor is suitable for the size of scheme 
and has requisite back-up for dealing with such 
occurrences 

£20,000 £50,000 £100,000 

 



Risk Probability Distribution 

 
 

  
 
Summary Statistics for Risk Probaility Distribution 

Statistics   Percentile   

Minimum -              8,700  5%              86,476  

Maximum         1,911,027  10%            131,440  

Mean            485,959  15%            168,361  

Std Dev            307,279  20%            201,627  

Variance 94420115265 25%            237,560  

Skewness 0.79824356 30%            273,196  

Kurtosis 3.445569677 35%            313,020  

Median            440,920  40%            355,369  

Mode            292,970  45%            396,054  

Left X              86,476  50%            440,920  

Left P 5% 55%            485,034  

Right X         1,058,561  60%            530,383  

Right P 95% 65%            574,759  

Diff X            972,085  70%            623,629  

Diff P 90% 75%            675,935  

#Errors 0 80%            739,033  

Filter Min Off 85%            812,919  

Filter Max Off 90%            905,465  

#Filtered 0 95%         1,058,561  
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Regression and Rank Information for Risk Probability Distribution 

Rank Name Regr Corr 

1 Unforeseen costs associated with additional utilities works / 0 0.468 0.485 
2 Unforeseen costs associated with additional utilities works / 

Occurrence probability distribution 
0.419 0.401 

3 Unforeseen costs associated with additional utilities works / 
Occurrence probability distribution 

0.416 0.409 

4 Unforeseen costs associated with additional utilities works / 
450256.045971131 

0.191 0.166 

5 Unexpected injury and death during construction leading to delays & 
cost / 0 

0.142 0.130 

6 Constraints on traffic management during construction limiting 
contractors work and agreed hours of work with LA / 0 

0.141 0.148 

7 Ensure contractor has adequate health and safety record / 
Occurrence probability distribution 

0.138 0.126 

8 Unexpected injury and death during construction leading to delays & 
cost / 0 

0.135 0.118 

9 Unexpected injury and death during construction leading to delays & 
cost / 0 

0.135 0.114 

10 Unexpected injury and death during construction leading to delays & 
cost / 0 

0.129 0.123 

11 Unforeseen costs associated with additional utilities works / Cost 
Probability Distribution 

0.119 0.104 

12 Unforeseen costs associated with additional utilities works / Cost 
Probability Distribution 

0.113 0.087 

13 Insufficient Contractors resources - plant/material/labour adding 
premium to construction costs / Occurrence probability distribution 

0.105 0.106 

14 Bad weather condition leading to delay & cost / 0 0.085 0.100 
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Appendix G – Optimism Bias Mitigation Analysis 
 
Contributory 
Factors to 
Optimism 
Bias 

% 
Contribution 
to Upper 
Bound 
Optimism 
Bias (UBOB) 

Mitigation 
Factor 

% UBOB 
Mitigated 

Commentary 

Procurement - 
Late Contractor 
Involvement in 
Design 

3% 0.8 2% Level of design undertaken is detailed with 
key areas of design uncertainty having been 
identified and addressed. Design reflects 
lessons learned from schemes elsewhere.  
Procurement process will aim to bring 
contractor on board in good time. PCC is able 
to draw on the expertise and resources of its 
term consultants, Atkins and Amey, who are 
able to provide the full range of skills required 
to develop and deliver this package of 
schemes 

Procurement - 
Dispute and 
Claims 
Occurring 

21% 0.5 11% Scheme at too early a stage to have full 
visibility of potential disputes / claims. 
Approach to procurement will look to minimise 
risks associated with contractor disputes and 
potential claims. The most crucial mitigation 
will be to establish clear implementation / 
possession / commissioning strategy before 
the main construction contract is let. The 
design process has been underpinned by the 
adoption of principles aimed at minimising the 
risk of public opposition. The measures 
proposed optimise use of existing highway 
space and public transport facilities.  

Project 
Specific - 
Environmental 
Impact 

22% 0.9 20% Most scheme improvements are confined to 
the existing highway / urban boundary.  The 
potential impact on the natural environment 
was one of the criteria considered when 
assessing scheme options as part of the SE 
Hants BRT Future Phases Study (April 2012).  
No significant issues of concern were 
identified for any of the schemes proposed 
here. The nature of the works is relatively 
minor in terms of physical impact and 
consequently there is little scope for 
significant environmental impact to arise. The 
risk is significantly reduced.  

Project 
Specific - Other 

18% 0.6 11% The project is well advanced in design and 
disucssed and agreed on with the operators 
as well as local authorities. Project specific 
issues can be reduced.   

Client Specific 
- Inadequacy of 
Business Case 

10% 0.8 8% Business Case has been developed in 
accordance with the guidance from the DfT 
and indicates a strong and robust case that 
meets key funding criteria. Approval of the 
business case to secure funding yet to be 
secured/purpose of pincht point application.  
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Client Specific 
- Poor Project 
Intelligence 

7% 0.9 6% Project to be implemented on an existing 
network.  The scheme development to now an 
advanced stage coupled with ongoing 
consultation/engagement with all 
interested/affected parties and stakeholders 
means there is a very high degree of project 
intelligence.  

Project 
Environment - 
Public 
Relations 

9% 0.5 5% Consultation to date indicates substantial 
support for the scheme, though local 
opposition to the scheme will need to be 
subsequently addressed through the adopted 
statutory powers process and issues 
inspected and responded to in detail at that 
time.  

Project 
Environment - 
Site 
Characteristics 

3% 0.9 3% No significant issues of concern were 
identified for any of the schemes proposed 
here. Presence of rare wildlife not an issue of 
high significance according to environmental 
assessment.The risk is significantly reduced.  

External 
Influences - 
Economic 

7% 0.7 5% Benefits and revenues are not likely to be 
significantly influenced by prevailing economic 
conditions. Funding priorities remain with 
central government. 

   70%  

Upper Bound 
Optimism 
Bias 

44%    

Lower Bound 
Optimism 
Bias 

3%    

Actual 
Optimism 
Bias Value 

13%    

 
 
 



 
Appendix H – Detailed Project Plan in Gantt Chart 
 



Appendix I – Reduction in delays  
 
Physical Highway Improvements 

No Measure Assumed time savings (peak periods only) 

A London Road / Northern Parade - A major 
three arm priority junction. 

10% reduction in delay for northbound traffic 
approaching junction  

B Havant Road / Eastern Road - A signalised 
three arm junction. 

10% reduction in delay for general traffic on 
westbound and eastbound approaches to 
junction 

C Spur Road / Northern Road Roundabout – 
A four arm roundabout. 

No improvement to general traffic - ensures 
existing capacity and performance for 
general traffic is maintained alongside 
improvement for buses - bus improvement is 
allowed for in bus JTs provided (see 
separate bus JT plan) 

D Portsbridge  - A large roundabout 
connecting the A3, the A397 Northern 
Road, the A27 Western Road and the 
M27. 

10% reduction on delay on southbound 
approach to roundabout on northern arm   

Signal and Traffic Control Improvement Measures 

No Measure Assumed time savings 

1 A3 London Road (Northern Road) / B2177 
Southwick Hill Road 

13% reduction in delay to general traffic 

2 Spur Road (Havant Road) / London Road 13% reduction in delay to general traffic 

3 A2030 Havant Road / Farlington Avenue / 
A2030 Eastern Road 

13% reduction in delay to general traffic 

4 Norway Road / A288 Copnor Road 13% reduction in delay to general traffic 

5 A2047 Fratton Road / Lake Road 13% reduction in delay to general traffic 

6 A2047 Fratton Road / St Mary's Road Only improves bus JTs - allowed for in bus 
JTs provided.  No worsening for general 
traffic. 

7 A2047 Fratton Road / Arundel Street 13% reduction in delay to general traffic 

 
 
 


